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Drink injury link confirmed
97% relevance 16/01/2001
People addicted to drink and drugs have a higher risk of injury, say researchers

similar stories

Colombia drugs link to Peru scandal
97% relevance 12/11/2000
The public prosecutor in Peru investigates allegations that President Fujimori's first
presidential campaign was financed by Colombian drugs money.

similar stories

Drug and crime link grows
97% relevance 14/08/2000
Seven out of every ten people arrested test positive for illegal substances such as cocaine
and heroin, a study suggests.

similar stories

Brazil investigates Oviedo drug links
97% relevance 22/06/2000
A congressional commission investigating drug-trafficking in Brazil says it has collected
evidence allegedly linking the former Paraguayan army chief, General Lino Oviedo,
with Brazil's illegal drugs trade.

similar stories

IRA linked to drugs murder
97% relevance 06/06/2000
Senior security sources are now linking the IRA to the murder of a man near Belfast nine
days ago.

similar stories

Drug deaths link confirmed
97% relevance 30/05/2000
Health experts say the illness which has killed injecting drug addicts in Scotland and
Dublin shares the same cause.

similar stories

Haiti 'weak link' in drug chain
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97% relevance 16/05/2000
Police and coastguards are fighting a losing battle to stop the Caribbean island from
becoming a major transit point for drugs smuggling.

similar stories

Haiti 'weak link' in drug chain
97% relevance 16/05/2000
Police and coastguards are fighting a losing battle to stop the Caribbean island from
becoming a major transit point for drugs smuggling.

similar stories

Cancer drug 'linked to liver failure'
97% relevance 02/05/2000
Scientists have warned that a drug being tested as a cancer treatment could cause more
harm than good.

similar stories

Drug data backs HIV-Aids link
97% relevance 20/04/2000
Most scientists no longer question the link between HIV and AIDS because of the
weight of evidence in its favour.

similar stories

Straw targets drugs-crime link
97% relevance 16/03/2000
Home Secretary Jack Straw unveils plans to break the link between drugs and crime, jail
parents of truants and tag sex offenders and wife-beaters.

similar stories

US links Taleban to drug trade
97% relevance 02/03/2000
The Clinton administration calls for sanctions against the Taleban and Burma for not
fighting the drug trade.

similar stories

Drug use linked to artery danger
97% relevance 10/11/1999
Cocaine users are running the risk of developing potentially fatal arterial aneurysms,
says new research revealed by scientists.

similar stories

Report questions drugs and crime link
97% relevance 18/10/1999
A new report (in Britain) says that drug abuse does not necessarily lead to a life of
crime.

similar stories
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Mexico's Paco linked to drugs
97% relevance 10/07/1999
A Mexican newspaper reports the authorities have been given information linking
murdered television personality Francisco "Paco" Stanley to drug trafficking.

similar stories

Child prostitution linked to abuse and drugs
97% relevance 29/06/1999
Child abuse, peer pressure and drug use are key factors in young people's descent into
prostitution, according to a report.

similar stories

Drink and drugs linked to child injuries
97% relevance 03/06/1999
Children who are treated for severe injuries should be routinely tested for drug and
alcohol use, says a study.

similar stories

Police probe drug link to murders
97% relevance 29/05/1999
A war between rival drugs gangs could be the cause of a spate of murders in London,
police fear.

similar stories

Possible drug link to Mexico whale deaths
97% relevance 21/02/1999
Environmentalists in Mexico are calling on the government to investigate a possible link
between increasing whale deaths and a chemical used by drug traffickers.) {SOURCES:
AFP/AP/RTR/EFE/ 0030 Whale deaths 18/2/99

similar stories

Ecstasy link to brain damage
97% relevance 30/10/1998
Doctors have found evidence linking use of the recreational drug Ecstasy with brain
damage. About two million UK youngsters use the drug.

similar stories

Heart drugs 'linked' to suicide
97% relevance 06/03/1998
New research has led scientists to believe that some angina and blood pressure drugs
could increase the risk of suicide.

similar stories

Mexican surgeon linked to death drugs cartel
97% relevance 07/11/1997
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A plastic surgeon involved in a fatal operation on a drugs baron has been indentified as
one of three bodies found entombed in concrete. The bodies were mutilated and there
was evidence of torture.

similar stories

Suicide and prison closely linked
96% relevance 27/07/1999
Two fifths of women prisoners and a fifth of male prisoners in England and Wales have
attempted suicide, according to official statistics.

similar stories

Drugs links
96% relevance 19/05/1998
The Web is used to transmit information and education about drugs.

similar stories

Drugs action demand
95% relevance 07/12/2000
MSPs are calling for major investment to tackle the link between poverty and Scotland's
growing drugs problem

similar stories
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